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Robert Elaborates on Origin of December 25 as Date of Christmas

The origin of the date is still a mystery. Though December 25 was observed as the day in Cymbeline's (477 AD) time in the Eastern church, there was no word of the observance of the Nativity of the early churches; some of the earliest records of a celebration, before the month of April, others in January. No one has been able to ascertain the origin of the date in the Western church, and still continues the custom. The date was adopted by Pope Liberius in 354 and agreed upon by the council of Hippo in the fifth century.

It was said that December 25 was the date of the birth of the Virgin Mary. There is no certainty for the final choice of December 25 as Christmas. It is generally believed that the early churchmen may have chosen the date for its proximity to the winter solstice, the day with the shortest amount of light. However, the exact date of Jesus' birth cannot be determined. In the time of the early church, people observed various customs and practices leading up to the winter solstice, which is December 21.

It is also suggested that December 25 was chosen to replace a Pagan festival in the month of no competition at the baths. The Roman festival was held on the 25th of December, and it is possible that the early churchmen chose December 25 to replace this Pagan celebration.

There are several other theories about the origin of December 25 as Christmas. Some suggest that the date was chosen to coincide with the Roman festival of the Winter Solstice, which was held on December 25. Others believe that the date was chosen to replace a Pagan festival in the month of no competition at the baths. The Roman festival was held on the 25th of December, and it is possible that the early churchmen chose December 25 to replace this Pagan celebration.

The most widely accepted theory is that December 25 was chosen to coincide with the Roman festival of the Winter Solstice, which was held on December 25. This festival was a time of celebration and feasting, and it is possible that the early churchmen chose December 25 as the date of Christmas to replace this festival.

No one is sure of the exact date of Jesus' birth, but December 25 is the date that has been chosen to celebrate the birth of Christ. It is a day of great importance in the Christian faith, and it is celebrated by many people around the world.
from the editor's typewriter

Scholastic standing counts for a lot when you're looking for a job, but extra-curricular activities and part-time work done for pay, report Albert Pancher, in an article of Youth Today.

"The article is based on talks with dozens of personnel men as well as employers in employment forms used by representatives of business concern. The students are getting their work experience through the pressure of financial urgencies in tests, their fight with Jim, or any other trouble to this unconscious will probably blame all their failures.

"FRIDAY THE 13TH"

Almost every country, for the second time in this year, falls on Friday.

"The youth scare that we will hear about this season is one that will be going on for quite a while," said Don Whit Wilson, News Editor. "The United States is bound to run short of the wrong kind of girls, especially if the war may last for quite a while, because it will never come again to the same man or woman who will wear this year, and the wrong kind of the wrong kind of the wrong kind of clothes.

"The United States is bound to run short of the wrong kind of girls, especially if the war may last for quite a while, because it will never come again to the same man or woman who will wear this year, and the wrong kind of clothes, no matter how inexpert you are at it. You can take part in sports, no matter how much easier to market.

"The youth scare that we will hear about this season is one that will be going on for quite a while, because it will never come again to the same man or woman who will wear this year, and the wrong kind of clothes, no matter how much easier to market and show this spring would be very special reporters, and the journal- was bound to get things written and be available to any girl graduate of any college, anywhere in the country, as long as she was willing to give us some original designs that would be printed.

"I LIKE GIRLS WHO—Are not so dark in color, don't smoke. They are not so dark in color, don't smoke. The way we used to have to worry about the opposite sex, as given in the tract from our personal charm compilation, is taken from an original design that is available to any college or university student on the next, the R. C. children, who are so curious and interested in finding out whether or not will actually do them that something is only that can answer Bill. This is a great experience in art and science; a business of selling your services and collecting, as nearly as you can, in the same way in value in exchange.

"Two of these things are you can do—no matter what you don't eat too much turkey. I'll see you all after Christmas, and with merry wishes for a happy New Year."

"DO'S AND DON'TS"

Here are some of the things men and women should do at your Christmas party. The compilation is taken from an original design that is available to any college or university student on the next, the R. C. children, who are so curious and interested in finding out whether or not will actually do them that something is only that can answer Bill. This is a great experience in art and science; a business of selling your services and collecting, as nearly as you can, in the same way in value in exchange.

"I LIKE GIRLS WHO—Are not so dark in color, don't smoke. They are not so dark in color, don't smoke. The way we used to have to worry about the opposite sex, as given in the tract from our personal charm compilation, is taken from an original design that is available to any college or university student on the next, the R. C. children, who are so curious and interested in finding out whether or not will actually do them that something is only that can answer Bill. This is a great experience in art and science; a business of selling your services and collecting, as nearly as you can, in the same way in value in exchange.
GIRLS LEARN TO COOK

Notice for Men Only: If the old adage is true that "the way to a man's heart is through his stom- ache," now is the time for Mrs. Aunt's cooking class to prove it. The class of three girls com- pleted cooking their first dinner Monday night, and they actually ate it. Any rumors as to the unsuccess- fulness of the meal are to be over- looked. Remember, there's nothing so inspiring as having room for improvement.

BRONCS VICTORIOUS
OVER WEISER SCHOOL

The Broncs earned their series with the Weiser Vocational School last Saturday, December 14, with a victory of 41 to 31. With the score 22 to 19 at the half, the Broncs successfully came through the rest of the game. Frank Sander and Don Smith were high scorers, with 18 points and 12 points, respectively. Tuesday and Wednesday will be "white nights" when the two teams meet again at the Boise high gymnasium to continue their series, with each team victorious one game.

Francis Crawford, Weiser; Dar- rel Parents and Jack Dana, both of Boise, left the game via the personal foul route during the sec- ond half last Saturday.

But it was the push shots and quick set shots displayed by Band- ner and Smith, respectively, that turned the tide of the game and kept it in that direction.

Apartment Life Related

Oh! the trials of living in an apartment house, along with an addi- tion to haps of fun. Some of the members of the "big happy fam- ily" are Mary Helen Cole, Lillian Chapman and Jackie Colburn. Speaking of still another roomer, Mary Helen complained, "She bor- rows milk from us continually—a little bit every day. But what can I say?—what can I say?—we owe her some butter?"

"Hey, there's a fly in my milk." Jim Thomas: "Oh, that's all right; he won't drink much!"

Then there was the girl who thought smelling salts were exis- tences with B. O. It doesn't breathe, it doesn't emit; it doesn't feel so very well. I am disgusted with my nose; The only thing it dos is blow.

EXCHANGE

Mr. McInnis Military Institute—

The Tidies, the "stop, mother!"

I wish you could see it as it is now.

The Old Bailey—

I wish I could see what it is.

The "t's"—

"t's" which are spelled with an edge.

"Dad"—

"Don't ask me, I only like to take.

The "that's all over," said the reach to be splattered himself—

The window, with the English story window.

"That's all over," said they as they went out to swim,

"We really have a holder woman,

They were jumping in the cupboard.

A small boy was running to the God, but let me be late;

The German said these things when the boy asked the English

"Stop! I need you hand!"

The "mothers" in my mouth

The happy dry more of humor

The day party form be-

SPECIAL MEETING HELD
WITH EXECUTIVE BOARD

Presidents of all the clubs, class- es, representatives of the Pep Band, Roundup, Les Ban, and all organizations met at a special meeting with the executive board last Thursday, December 12, in the Student Union room, at 7 p.m., to discuss the spirits of the students toward school activities. Appro- priations for each organization were also discussed.

The executive board meets weekly in the Student Union room every Wednesday at 7 p.m.

Professor: "Are you cheating on this examination?"

Student: "No, sir. I was only telling him his nose was dripping on my paper."

A Happy Christmas and Merry New Year

MORLER'S CYCLERY

Be Her Favorite Sante!

CHOOSE A LOVELY WEARABLE

from the SWEETBRIAR SHOP

WINTER BALL PLANNED
BY JOB'S DAUGHTERS 13

Charlotte Giammuni, retiring honored queen of Bethel No. 13, will be guest of honor at the Job's Daughters' winter formal dance, December 27. Both, "Bath's" orchestra will play for the dance at the B J's ballroom, announced Barbara Picke, general chairman.

Helen Jones is chairman of pro- grams: Patricia Daubert, invita- tions; Carolyn Lyman, music; Jane Williams, decorations; Joyce Giam- muni, entertainment; Doris Leg- gatt, hall.

"Among My Souvenirs" is the theme of the dance, curated with pro- grams and decorations.

Give a thought to our advertisers.

Heller's
OUTSTANDING COUNTER SERVICE

Junior College Men!

We'll Meet You at the H & M

Tenth and Idaho
Fountain Lunches

No. 19

GEM STATE ELECTRIC

welcomes the students of B. J. C.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

and a

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Students, Attention!

Johnson's Floral Co.

BUT FLOWERS AND ORANGES HERE

111 N. Ninth

Phone 180

HELLO'S

AFTER A BUSY DAY AT SCHOOL
COME TO THE 20TH CENTURY AND RELAX!

BOWL—IT'S GOOD FOR YOU!

ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN, LUNCHES

"ELECTRIC BOWL" IS OPEN DAILY

BY: JOB'S DAUGHTERS

MEET HAY'S BOWL

BOWL—IT'S GOOD FOR YOU!

THE REAL BOWL
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**Birthday Party**

**Given Instructor**

Physiology classes are experts at this business of novelty. They can rig up a jig-time party in nothing flat, and have a wonderful time.

The instance: The time was 1:30; the physiology class was absent and the teacher was disgruntled. He decided to have Dunaways get his mail and no sooner had he departed than five excited students pored into the laboratory carrying a cake, tea cups and saucers, a type of gingham tea cloth, and 25 little waxen candles.

Cautioning Dr. Myers and his office girl that "now's the word," he sent the girl office downtown to hail one Dr. Arvey his physiology class was now in attendance.

When Dr. Arvey stepped into the laboratory, he found it had been transformed into a tea room and his eyes sparkled as they will upon the birthday cake with precisely the correct number of candles gracing its surface. Miss. Poirer are in.

For "Give" or "Take..."

...you can't go wrong on GENUINE LEATHER ZIPPER RING BOOKS

_**Tasteful Clothing**_

Boys won't admit it, and girls will, sometimes, that they do worry over what to wear to school. In any case, we are com-

Parents are the proper style or which is far too flashy, anyway, your reporter decided to get the information on first-hand by

824 Idaho St.
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CAGERS PLAY AGAINST IDAHO POWER TEAM

Coach Harry Jacoby's Cagers had a tryout game against the Idaho Power team of the city league. Scores weren't kept, but the Idaho Power hoopers downed the Junior College team by a comfortable margin.

The Idaho Power team had many well-known names to local basketball fans. "Curt" Jarvis, formerly of College of Idaho; Dee Anderson, a former Junior College student; Verne McIver, also of C. of I., and Bud Yaten, member of last year's city league All-Star, Harry Layton was the fifth man in the line-up.

Jacoby, attempting to see all his players under fire, gave everyone a chance. The most notable players, however, were Frank Sandner, Darrell Parente, Johnny Gray, Don Smith, Jim Thomas, Tom Collins, Jack Dana and Kevin Talbey.

Sandner was high point man for the Junior College with eight points. Parente followed with six tallies. Gray, Thomas, Parente and Talbey are all members of last year's A. A. U. championship team, while Dana, Collins and Sandner are members of last year's Boise high school team. Smith is from Moscow.

"Hort" Storey, rangy forward, and one of the mainstays of Jacoby's championship team of last season, didn't play because of a light attack of flu.

VANDALS WILL PLAY A VIGOROUS GAME WITH BRONCS DEC. 21

After completing a tour of the Mid-West and East, the University of Idaho Vandals will stop off in Boise for an engagement with the Broncos. The Vandals have one of their best teams in years. Led by Big Ota Hilton and Ray Turner, the Idaho team has been making things hot for every team they have played. The Idaho lineup includes several tall, rangy boys who will probably make things tough for the short, fast Junior College players.

Meanwhile, looking over the line-up here at home, we find Parente, Storey, Sandner and Smith as the early season hopefuls. Although the B. J. C. team is small, it is also fast and has much scoring ability. So far this season the Broncos have won one and lost one.

As game time approaches, Coach Jacoby refused to give any definite statement other than, "We'll be in there to give 'em a game." Jacoby is centering his attack around Darrel Parente, one of four returnees from last year. The return of Hort Storey is expected to also help the Boise course. Storey is one of the few tall men on the Boise squad and is a good scorer as well as a good backboard man.

The two teams, when they square off Saturday, will look like this:

**IDAHO VANDALS**

Forward—Harvey or Snyder. Forward—Turner or Thompson. Center—Hilton or Blaska.

Guard—Lynk or Hopkins. Guard—Anderson.

B. J. C. BRONCS

Forward—Parente. Forward—Collins.

Center—Storey or Thomas. Guard—Sandner or Gray. Guard—Dana or Smith.

Professor: What do you think of civilization? Student: A good idea. Some one ought to start it.

Award and Class Sweaters Basketball Shoes

BOISE SPORTING GOODS

319 N. 8th

Phone 4027-J

OKLAHOMA GAS

Better Gasoline and Oil and Furnace Oil for Less

FARMER OIL COMPANY

Phone 5389 or 2534

STUDES!

Send your "Quality" clothes to "Quality" cleaners—

Phone 304

We'll be right at your door
Browny Grid Lads Pick Screw Team

Would R.J. students and faculty be willing to entice the out-of-town
coming of the basketball season to George Miller, Kenny Sutcliffe, Aiden
Barker, Frank Bandtler, Angie Made
years with her own team and doesn't
as a natural love for anything com-

Next year will be a do-over. Last
year Miller won the title, and it's

This ability is the real dif-

ART SUPPLIES AND GIFTS


death. "Why, darling, you

The center sound of a screw

Jackson High School is next, with

Fortunately Miller will return to

My nights in the city are

not the only ones desiring

Sports Announcer Is a good back-

...the heart grow fonder.

Carry with Givens and Anderson. Per-

1985 Bannock

Third Annual Christmas Concert

frichman's

the entire faculty.

'time to fit slim figures. Sizes

"Yes, I love flowers, and there is a rose

I hope I see—\ italiana you,\n
And Bob Vernon. Henry


deserving of a girl who thinks you're

We—don't mean pretty nice.

Meet Miss Jean Foster and Johnny

I was watching 'them put the

Look what you've got me thinking now.

Tom Collins, a forward from last season are scheduled for Tuesday

909 Bannock

I wish I could have got

I'm not particular what I get for

I've been good the whole year through.

Tell King Bill Stevens, Queen

Betty Taylor, Duke Bob Packham,

and Bob Vernon. Henry

For a high school flame

It's going to be a man's world.

and everyone else. Bulova

Reynolds and John Gray.

The center spot was weak, as Sturtz

The center sound of a screw

Browny Grid Lads Pick Screw Team

Would R.J. students and faculty be willing to entice the out-of-town coming of the basketball season to George Miller, Kenny Sutcliffe, Aiden Barker, Frank Bandtler, Angie Madarissa and Alex Ellis constitute the first string. With Nick Kepros as manager?

Under these conditions Miller would play center; Madarissa and Ragan forward; B. J. C. will have a Sandner guard.

It sounds like a screw idea, but

And that everyone will be looking

The center sound of a screw
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